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Abstract 

This paper aims at providing theoretical basis on electrochemical processes performed at low temperature (T) 

according to three different aspects. First, the effect of T-decrease is treated in terms of thermodynamics, mass-

transfer, and kinetics of electron transfer (ET) heterogeneous reactions. In particular, predictions of ET kinetics 

at low temperature are discussed in the frame of Marcus-Hush’s model. The second part is focused on the 

changes associated to temperature decrease for different electrochemical methods including cyclic voltammetry 

(CV), chronoamperometry (CA), AC Impedance (ACI) and AC voltammetry (ACV). This section gives keys to 

extract electrochemical data from low-T experimental curves. In the third part, theoretical aspects of low-T cyclic 

voltammetry for multiple or chemically-coupled electron-transfer reactions are discussed. CVs of typical 

molecular mechanisms (EE, EC, ECE…) are provided in order to better visualize the impact of temperature on 

the redox behavior.  

 

Keywords: Low temperature, Cryo-electrochemistry, Electron-transfer kinetics, Chemically-coupled 

heterogeneous reactions, Molecular electrochemistry. 

 

1. Introduction 

Performing electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical measurements at low temperature (T) in liquid and solid 

electrolytes has always captivated chemists. One main reason for such emphasis is that low temperature offers 

the possibility to trap and characterize redox species which are not stable at room temperature [1], hence giving 

insights into mechanistic pathways. Another source of motivation is that quantification of thermodynamics/ 

kinetics of electron transfer (ET) processes and their chemical-coupled reactions becomes accessible by variation 

of the temperature. Very first low-T electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical works were reported about 50 

years ago [2-7], as emphasized by the seminal works of Van Duyne and co-workers [8]. Since, various 

electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical systems have been designed. These setups have allowed remarkable 

results in electrochemistry, such as solution-phase voltammetry at temperatures close to liquid nitrogen 

solidification [9], or studies of electron-transfer kinetics at high-temperature oxocuprate superconductors – liquid 

electrolyte interfaces [10-15]. UV-Vis-NIR, EPR, Raman and IR spectroelectrochemistry were also developed 

for low-temperature conditions. For example, time-resolved and in-situ UV-Vis cryo-spectroelectrochemistry 

was recently  used to quantify electron transfer kinetics of reactions involving highly unstable copper-peroxide 
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and superoxide complexes [1]. Alternatively, IR in-situ cryo-spectroelectrochemistry was reported for the 

detection of various transient and unstable organometallic compounds generated by electrochemistry, allowing 

the rationalization of possible mechanistic pathways [16, 17]. All these significant works, among others, have 

conducted to the emergence of sophisticated setups based on specific cell designs (depending on the purpose of 

the experiment), adequate electrolytes (solvent, supporting salt) and electrodes.  

Besides, low-T electrochemistry and spectroelectrochemistry studies have led to significant advancement in the 

development and enhancement of theoretical models of electron transfer for heterogeneous processes. Indeed, 

investigation of ET reactions with standard compounds, such as ferrocene or its derivatives, has allowed the 

determination of electrochemical parameters (kinetics / thermodynamics / mass transfer) which could be further 

re-used for comparative analysis. One typical example is the study of electron transfer kinetics at ferrocene-

monoalkanethiol self-assembled monolayers at temperatures down to 150 K, which demonstrated the limits of 

the Butler-Volmer model compared to Marcus-Hush theory [18]. In another example, analytical aspects of 

chemically-coupled electron transfer reaction were treated and compared to experimental data [19].  

Nevertheless, despite much progress has been obtained for nearly 50 years, examples of low-T electrochemistry 

remain scarce essentially because many experimental issues can arise when the temperature is decreased, such as 

solvent freezing, electrolyte precipitation or water condensation. Moreover, the electrochemical signal is often 

distorted because of the increased solution resistance (“ohmic drop”). In complement, theoretical treatment of 

experimental data is not always trivial, notably in terms of kinetics since all processes are slowed down 

including chemical-coupled reactions. For these reasons, low-T electrochemistry and spectroelectrochemistry 

remain still unattractive to most of chemists and electrochemists. 

From this statement, it seems of interest to demystify the theoretical aspects of low-temperature 

electrochemistry, and make it more accessible to (electro)chemists who wish to use it for the reasons explained 

above. We thus present here a comprehensive paper on the theoretical aspects of low-T electron-transfer 

electrochemical processes illustrated with simple and typical cases. The aim of the study is to provide theoretical 

basics in complement to a previous review in which we described the experimental aspects of cryo-

electrochemistry and spectroelectrochemistry (cells, solvents, electrolyte, setups) [20]. For this purpose, the 

present paper is divided into three sections. The first part is focused on the effect of lowering temperature on the 

thermodynamics, mass-transfer, and kinetics of electron transfer heterogeneous reactions. This section includes a 

discussion on theoretical models of electron-transfer and a detailed method to predict and calculate kinetic 

parameters. In the second section, we discuss on the effect of decreasing temperature on the electrochemical 

signature, according to different electrochemical methods: cyclic voltammetry (CV), chronoamperometry and 

chronocoulometry (CA, CC), AC Impedance (ACI) and AC voltammetry (ACV). We also provide in this section 

the type of information which can be extracted from the experimental curves. For each electrochemical method, 

typical features are briefly recapped such that the discussion can be surveyed by non-specialist readers. The third 

section is devoted to the theoretical aspects of low-T electrochemistry for multiple or chemically-coupled 

electron-transfer reactions. Since these processes can become easily complicated, CVs of typical cases are given 

to make it more visually accessible. The paper is completed by concluding remarks and gives future perspectives 

which can be envisaged. 
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2. Effect of low temperature on ET thermodynamics, kinetics and mass-

transfer  

2.1. Thermodynamics of low-T electrochemical processes 

 

The standard potential of a redox couple, �� (in V) for a monoelectronic heterogeneous electron transfer (Ox + e- 

= Red) is classically expressed through the standard free energy of the ET reaction, Δ�� (in eV) and the Faraday 

constant � according to equation (1): 

 

��	 = −�	        (1) 

 

By default, Δ�� and �� are defined as the values of the free energy and potential in standard conditions (� = 1 

bar), and equal zero for the H+/H2 reaction hence defining a referential system. The formal potential ��� of a 

redox reaction is a classical parameter used for reporting experimental data, instead of ��. It is an adjusted form 

of �� which includes activity coefficients of the Ox and Red forms, γ, as shown in the equation (2): 

 

��� = �� + ��
� �� �Ox

�Red         (2) 
 

The equation (2) indicates that the variation of the formal potential ��� for a redox reaction with temperature can 

be due to two effects. A first possible source of variation springs from the �� �⁄  factor which impacts the ratio 

of the activity coefficients γox/ γred. If this latter ratio is superior to 1 and considered as temperature-independent, 

the decrease in T induces a negative shift of the formal potential. This situation would occur if the variation of 

the electrostatic charge upon electron transfer is not well compensated by the electrolyte. The second source of 

variation of ��� with T is correlated to the standard potential itself. According to the equation (3), the standard 

free energy Δ��of a redox reaction includes an enthalpic term, Δ�� (in eV) as well as a temperature-dependent 

entropic term, �Δ � (where Δ � is expressed in eV/K).  

 

!�� = !�� − �! �       (3)  
 

The standard entropy Δ � can be expressed from the dependence of Δ�� with T, according to equation (4): 

 

! � = − "#∆%&
#� '( =  �� "#)&*

#� '(    (4) 

 

It appears from this equation that a positive shift of the formal potential upon T decreasing can be inferred to an 

entropic gain. Such situation was reported for example by Savéant and co-workers with a series of basket-handle 

iron porphyrins [21]. These authors calculated the standard reaction entropy Δ � (normalized by the Faraday 

constant) from the slope of ��� vs. T plots. They interpreted this effect to the ordering of the basket-handle 
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structure triggered by the increased interaction of solvent molecules with the negative charges upon electron 

transfer.  

 

A further step consists in taking into account the temperature-dependency of Δ�� and Δ � as given in equations 

(5-8) : 

 
+#,&

#� -( = .(̅�       (5) 

 
+#∆,&

#� -( = ∆.(̅�      (6) 
 

Although the heat capacity at constant pressure, .(̅�
, is by no means negligible, the reaction increment ∆.(̅�

 is 

often very small for experiments within a range of ∆T = 100 K [22]. This is particularly true for gas phase 

reactions which do not involve much change in freedom of molecular motion. For liquid-phase reactions, ∆.(̅�
 

values concern processes that entail the creation or neutralization of electrical charges. Thus, the ∆.(̅�
 value is 

essentially correlated to the solvation of ions. Indeed, a major change in solvation may modify the freedom of 

motion of molecules. This has an effect on ∆.(̅�
 which can be large compared to the heat capacity change that 

would be associated with the reaction in the absence of solvent, especially if the reaction involves changes in 

only one or two bonds. 

Just as in the case of the enthalpy, the variation of ∆ �
 with T is seldom observed. Formally the variation of the 

entropy is given by equations (7) and (8): 

 

+#0&
#� -( = 12̅&

�       (7) 

 

+#∆0&
#� -( = ∆12̅&

�       (8) 

 

From equations (7) and (8), the variation of entropy with temperature, over a narrow temperature range, is 

proportional to that of the enthalpy, and the slope of the relationship is equal to the average value of 1/T. This is 

the reason for the cancellation of errors in simultaneously neglecting the variation of both enthalpy and entropy 

with temperature in computing the free energy according to equation (3) [23].  

 

 

2.2. Mass-transfer of low-T electrochemical processes 

Mass transfer of a species “j” in solution occurs by diffusion, migration, and convection. Diffusion and 

migration result from a gradient in electrochemical potential, 3̅4, whereas convection results from an imbalance 

of forces on the solution. For linear mass transfer, the classical Nernst-Planck equation [24] is simplified into 
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equation (9) where 54, 64 , .4, and 74 are the flux, diffusion coefficient, concentration and charge of the species j, 

respectively: 

 

89(;) = −=9 >?9
>; − @9�

AB =9?9 CD
CE + ?9F(;)   (9) 

 

The migration term of the equation (9) is usually neglected by working with low concentration in electroactive 

species compared to that of the supporting electrolyte (100 times less) [25]. In addition, the convection term of 

the equation (9) cancels when short-time electrochemical methods such as cyclic voltammetry or 

chronoamperometry are carried out in quiescent solutions. In consequence, the current response becomes a 

balance between the rate of electron transfer from or to the electrode and the diffusion of the electroactive 

species. The Stokes-Einstein law correlates the diffusion coefficient D of a spherical species of radius r with T 

and the temperature-dependent solvent dynamic viscosity ηs as shown in equation (10): 

 

= = GBB
IJKLM      (10) 

 

Accordingly, a decrease of the temperature affects the diffusion coefficient through both T and ηs terms of 

equation (10), considering r as constant. The variation of dynamic viscosities with T for pure liquids and 

mixtures of solvents was shown to follow an Arrhenius-type deviation [22]. For instance, ηs increases by almost 

2-fold (0.46 to 0.85 mPa s) for tetrahydrofuran when T drops from 298 K to 248 K [22]. Hence, the diffusion 

coefficient 6 in equation (10) varies in an exponential manner vs. �NO, as a thermally-activated process. Since 

the flux is proportional to 6 in a diffusion-controlled regime, the resulting current density at the electrode 

surface displays an Arrhenius-like behavior. Such condition is of interest for the determination of the activation 

enthalpy for diffusion ∆�P by plots of ��(6) vs. �NO.  

 

In a more general manner, electrochemical measurements at low temperature dramatically affect all mass 

transfer contributions including migration and convection. Migration effects for the electroactive species are 

usually cancelled at room temperature by the presence of large excess of non-electroactive supporting 

electrolyte. In addition, the ohmic drop, which is the resistance �unc to the pass of current into the solution 

between the working and the reference electrode, is minimized. At low temperatures, the increase of the 

viscosity of the solution impacts the net resistance of the solution: the mobility of the supporting electrolyte ions 

decreases linearly with the viscosity of the medium according to the Stokes law.  Thus the applied potential can 

strongly differ from the real potential in the working electrode due to the ohmic drop.  

The increase of the ohmic drop observed at low temperature is usually balanced with an increase of the 

concentration of supporting electrolyte, such that the net conductivity of the solution remains acceptable. 

However, measurements at very low temperatures can eventually produce the precipitation of the supporting 

electrolyte. Additionally, the decrease of the concentration of electrolyte due to precipitation and subsequently 

the ratio between supporting electrolyte and electroactive species concentrations induces the incapacity of the 

system (mainly constituted by the supporting electrolyte in terms of concentration) to disperse electrical fields 

formed in the interface between the working electrode and the diffusion layer zone [25] generating a gradient of 
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potential and so letting the migration term in equation (9) to contribute to the mass transfer. Under these 

circumstances the mathematical treatment of the system becomes more complex and the Poisson equation must 

be invoked [25].  

 

2.3. Kinetics of low-T electrochemical processes 

Most of condensed-phase reactions are characterized by a temperature-dependent standard rate constant T�, 

according to an Arrhenius expression that includes a pre-exponential frequency factor U� and a standard free 

energy of activation ∆��P (equation (11)): 

 

T� = U′exp "− �∆%&X
�� '      (11)  

 

Where the pre-exponential factor U� includes a dimensionless entropic term ∆ P �.⁄  

 

According to these simple considerations, the kinetics of electron transfer reactions and associated chemical 

processes are expected to decrease with temperature according to an Arrhenius behavior, i.e. the standard rate 

constant T� decreases exponentially with �NO. Another interesting information to earn from equation (11) is that 

the temperature variation of T� can be predicted from calculated values of the standard free energy of activation 

∆��P and the pre-exponential factor U�. For that purpose, it is possible to rely on ∆��.  

 

The popular Butler–Volmer (BV) model proposes that the variation of the driving force induces a linear 

deviation of both  according to the value of the transfer coefficient α (see Appendix A for details). [26]. In spite 

of its relative simplicity and practical usefulness, the empirical Butler-Volmer approach does not allow 

predicting and calculating the free enthalpies of activation because molecular structures of the reactants and 

solvent are not taken into account. Moreover, when the ET reaction necessitates high driving force (such as at 

ultra-low temperatures), the Butler-Volmer model is no longer appropriate since it assumes that the free energy 

is much smaller than the reorganizational energy barrier (see discussion below on Marcus-DOS model) [27].  

 

A more sophisticated strategy is based on the Marcus-Hush model, which gives the possibility to consider the 

properties of the medium (solvent, supporting electrolyte), the electrode and the electroactive species in the 

calculations [24, 28]. In their model, Marcus and co-workers assumed, from statistical calculations, a quantum 

mechanical splitting at the intersection between the reactant and product free energy surfaces that, while large 

enough to ensure adiabaticity, was not large enough to significantly affect the activation free energy [29, 30]. 

The resulting expressions for the Gibbs energies of activation associated with the forward and backward 

reactions for an heterogeneous electron transfer, ∆�fP,  ∆�bP,  are given in equations (12) and (13):  

��f‡ = ]
^ "_ + �`N	a

] 'b
     (12) 
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Δ�b‡ = c
d "1 − �`)N)&a

c 'f
     (13) 

where λ is the reorganization energy, which represents the energy necessary to transform the nuclear 

configurations in the reactant and the solvent to those of the product state.  

 

The two equations (12) and (13) indicate that forward and backward free activation energies, thus rate constants, 

can be calculated knowing g, which itself varies with solvent, supporting electrolyte, electrode and electroactive 

species properties. Hence, the temperature dependence of electron transfer kinetics appears as predictable from 

the theoretical determination of g. An Arrhenius-like expression of the standard rate constant T� corrected from 

solvent dynamics can be obtained by several numerical treatments and approximations (see Appendix B for 

details), as given in equation (14) [31]: 

 

G	 = heljP "l=m
nKl ' " os

o∞' " ]o

JA'_ b⁄ "_
B'_ b⁄ exp r− ]

^ABs  (14) 

 

Where the outer-sphere reorganization energy go, is expressed as in equation (15) by considering the solvent as a 

dielectric continuum: 

 

]o = uAw	b
nJo	 "_

m − _
A' + _

oop − _
os-    (15) 

 

[In these two equations, xel is the electronic transmission coefficient (related to the probability of electron 

tunneling), yP is a precursor equilibrium constant representing the ratio of the reactant concentration in the 

reactive position at the electrode (the precursor state) to the concentration in bulk solution, 6 and z are, 

respectively, the diffusion coefficient and hydrodynamic radius of the electroactive species and { the radius of 

the solvent molecule, |s and |} are the static (zero frequency) and high-frequency dielectric constants 

respectively, ~A is the Avogadro constant, �0 is the fundamental electronic charge, |op is the optical dielectric 

constant, |0 is the permittivity of free space, and � is taken as the distance from the center of the molecule to the 

electrode]. 

 

The equation (14) can thus predict how the standard rate constant for a known reaction with known parameters 

(diffusion coefficients, size of redox species, dielectric constant of the solvent) would vary with temperature, 

assuming an adiabatic case. It also gives the possibility to determine the outer-sphere reorganizational energy 

from experimental values of T� from linear plots of ln`T��O/fa against �NO. Thus, the Marcus model appears as 

a powerful and tunable approach for theoretical predictions of the variation of ET kinetics with temperature. 

 

However, since Marcus theory is only concerned with energy states at the Fermi level, an extensive theory for 

heterogeneous electron transfer, accounting for the electronic structure of the electrode, via the density of states 

parameter, has been proposed [32, 33]. This theory, called the Marcus-density of states (Marcus-DOS) theory, 

has been used mainly for simulation of cyclic voltammetry data [14, 32-34]. Hence, for an oxidation process, 
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electron transfer takes place, mostly, from the electronic state of the redox species to the states near the Fermi 

level of the electrode. However, this assumption is no longer valid case when, for example, the applied potential 

� is such that |(� − ��)| is large (as it can occur at low temperature due to slow ET kinetics). In this situation, 

all electronic states with which electron can be exchanged have to be considered and not only those related to 

transfers to states near the Fermi level as it is the case with Marcus theory. An electron transfer for an oxidation 

process occurs if an empty state of energy |  in respect to the Fermi level |F , is available on the electrode 

surface. The probability of finding such an empty state is �(|)`1 − �(|)a, where �(|) is the density of 

electronic states on the metal surface and �(|) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution : 

 

�(o) = _
_�exp�o�o�GBB �        (16) 

 

The forward and backward rate constants for this electron transfer are then expressed according to equations (17) 

and (18) (see Appendix C for expressions of free energies of activation): 

 

Gf(o) = �(^J]G�B)�N_ b⁄ �� � �(o)�(o)exp �− �]No��(N	)�b
^]GBB � �o   (17) 

 

Gb(o) = �(^J]G�B)�N_ b⁄ �� � �(o)�_ − �(o)�exp �− �]�oN�(N	)�b
^]GBB � �o  (18) 

 

where U� is the pre-exponential factor. 

 

In all these formulae, it is assumed that the same reorganization energy g applies to both the forward and 

backward reactions. Several approximations can be made to simplify the calculations. The first one is to assume 

that the density of states near the Fermi level varies so slowly that it can be considered as constant. Moreover, 

equations (17) and (18) can be largely simplified depending on the value of |(� − ��)| compared to 

g. When � ≅ ��, only the region near the Fermi level contributes to the total current, and the current densities 

get similar to those observed considering Butler-Volmer approach for kinetics. When the value of |(� − ��)| is 

large, one obtains a limiting current which is independent of the applied potential. Interestingly, the inverted 

region predicted by the Marcus-Hush theory disappears when all electrode electronic states are taken into 

account in Marcus-DOS model. This is a consequence of the electronic states below the Fermi level which are 

thermodynamically unfavorable but kinetically advantageous.  Overall, the effects of the temperature decrease 

on the electron transfer kinetics by using the Marcus-DOS are similar to those described for the Marcus-Hush 

model. However, the Marcus-DOS gives the opportunity to take into account the physical properties of the 

electrode material, which is of particular interest when considering non-metal electrodes, such as semi-

conductors and superconductors, whose conduction properties are fully temperature-dependent. Finally, the 

effect of asymmetry in g on the electron transfer kinetics of forward and backward processes has been recently 

addressed by Compton and co-workers [35]. This asymmetry appears as a consequence of significant differences 

between the vibrational modes of the oxidized and reduced species. 
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From a more general viewpoint, it appears that different kinetic models can be used for the analysis of low-

temperature experimental data. For instance, it was shown that electron-transfer kinetics of simple ET reactions 

could be estimated from the Butler-Volmer model, by considering only the variation of the peak-to-peak 

separation (Δ�p) with scan rate � from CVs and not the waveshape of the voltammograms [27]. This approach is 

the same as used for sluggish processes at room temperature as proposed by Laviron [36], or Nicholson and 

Shain [37]. It is based on the assumption that the driving force |�(� − ��)| is significantly smaller than the 

reorganizational energy g, thus works well with redox systems with high value of g (high dipolar reorientation 

energies of the solvent and electrolyte). Nevertheless, as previously stated, when the |�(� − ��)| ⁄ g ratio is not 

small, the Butler-Volmer is no longer valid and the Marcus’ model better mimics the experimental behaviour 

[27]. To better visualise this discrepancy, we have simulated CVs (Figure 1) for a simple electron transfer 

reaction which approaches low-temperature conditions according to previously reported experimental data (T� = 

10-5 cm s-1, 6 =  10-7 cm2 s-1) [31]. CVs have been computer-generated by considering the Marcus-DOS model 

for different values of g (from 0.1 to 1 eV), and the Butler-Volmer approximation for � = 0.5. The resulting 

graph in Figure 1 displays how the value of the reorganization λ can deeply impact the peak shape and peak 

currents, whereas the peak potential undergoes slight variation. In particular, the situation for which g has the 

smallest value (0.1 eV) features a significant decrease of peak current intensities as well as a broadening of the 

waves, compared to the Butler-Volmer case. The large broadening of the peaks can be interpreted as the 

occurrence of a kinetic regime where ET rates become ultimately independent of free energy [27]. Finally, it 

appears that adequate analysis of low-T experimental CVs by the Marcus-DOS approximation allows the 

accurate determination of the reorganizational energy in contrast to the Butler-Volmer model, as previously 

reported for ferrocene derivatives [18, 27, 34, 38].  

 

Figure 1. Simulated CVs for a simple monoelectronic electron transfer (? = 1 mM, � = 1 cm2, F = 0.1 V/s) 

assuming a Marcus-DOS model for different values of ] (from 0.1 to 1 eV), and the Butler-Volmer 

approximation with � = 0.5. To account for low-T conditions, the standard rate constant was taken as G	 = 10-5 

cm s-1 and the diffusion coefficients as = = 10-7 cm2 s-1. Simulations performed by using the Digielch© software. 
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2.4. Double layer effects 

The popular Gouy-Chapman-Stern (GCS) model of the electrode-electrolyte interface assumes that solvated ions 

cannot approach at a closer distance �f from the electrode than that defined as the Outer Helmholtz Plane 

(OHP), the potential at the OHP being �f [24]. On one hand, the compact layer between the electrode and the 

OHP (� < �f) contains molecules (solvent, ions) which are specifically adsorbed. On the other hand, the region 

beyond the OHP (diffuse layer) is constituted of solvated molecules whose concentration varies with the distance 

to the OHP (� > �f), itself dependent on the potential which is applied to the electrode. Hence, according to the 

GCS model, the inverse of the differential capacitance .d results from the sum of the reciprocals compact and 

diffuse layers capacitances, .H and .D, respectively, as shown by equation (19) for a z:z electrolyte: 

 

_
?d = _

?H + _
?D =  ;b

oso	 + _
`boso	@bwb 	 G¡B⁄ a_ b⁄ ¢£¤¥ (@w¦b bG¡B⁄ )   (19) 

 

Where �f is the distance of the OHP from the electrode, |� the permittivity of free space, |s  the static dielectric 

constant, 7 the charge of the solvated ion at the OHP, � the charge on the electron, �� the bulk concentration, TB 

the Boltzmann constant, � the temperature and �f the potential at the OHP. 

Thus, the GCS model predicts that .D becomes predominant over .H at low electrolyte concentration and low 

polarization, implying that .D varies in a V-shaped fashion with the potential under these conditions. Inversely, 

at high electrolyte concentration and/or high polarization, .d  approximates .H  and is potential independent. 

The potential drop within the compact layer accounted by the GCS model also impacts the kinetics of the 

electron transfer. One reason is that the concentration of electroactive species at the OHP differs from that in the 

bulk solution. Another cause is that the driving force of the electrochemical reaction, that is the free energy of 

the process, can vary according to the values and signs of the charge 7 and the potential �f at the OHP (which is 

slightly different from the bulk one).. Consequently, the forward and backward activation free energies of the 

Butler–Volmer approximation may be recalculated so as to obtain for the “true” standard rate constant, Tt�, 

called as the Frumkin correction. For the forward reaction the following expression can be derived [24]:  

 

Gt	 = G	¨E© rN(�N@)�¦b
AB s      (20) 

 

where T� is the standard kinetic constant in the absence of Frumkin effects and 7 is the electric charge of the 

eletroactive species. 

 

From these equations, it is expected that decreasing of the temperature may have some effect on the value of the 

double layer capacitance. In the case of high electrolyte concentration / high polarization, the compact layer can 

be considered as in the Helmholtz model, i.e. as a simple two-plate capacitor for which .d = .H. In that 

particular case, the differential capacitance varies with |s  supposing �f  as constant from the first term of 

equation (19). Literature data indicate that |s increases when T decreases for electrochemical solvents such as 

water, acetonitrile, THF. For example, a temperature decrease from 298 K to 175 K in THF induces a two-fold 
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increase of |s  and consequently .d from equation (19) [31]. The situation becomes more complicated at lower 

concentration in electrolyte and low polarization because the diffuse layer term, .D, of equation (19) becomes 

non negligible. The temperature-dependence of the capacitance is then a function of |s , � and the potential at the 

OHP �f. In terms of kinetics of electron transfer, Tª� can diverge significantly from T� and the difference is 

exacerbated at low temperature. Considering a typical reduction process found in coordination chemistry where 

� =0.5, 7 =+2 and �f = -50 mV, the ratio Tª� T�⁄  is 0.05 at 298 K and 0.007 at 175 K, hence significantly varying 

with temperature. 

 

3. Electrochemical methods at low temperatures 
 

In the previous section, we have discussed about the effect of temperature in terms of thermodynamics, mass-

transfer and kinetics of simple electron transfer reactions. We have shown that Marcus-Hush and Marcus-DOS  

theoretical models could also predict the temperature variation of electron transfer dynamics for a given reaction 

(solvent, electroactive species, electrode…). In the following section, we aim at providing the main effect of 

temperature on the electrochemical signature and the type of information which can be extracted from the 

experimental curves. Amongst the many electrochemical techniques which have been developed, we have 

chosen to focus on the most well-known methods: cyclic voltammetry (CV), chronoamperometry and 

chronocoulometry (CA, CC), AC Impedance (ACI), and AC voltammetry (ACV). This list is not exhaustive and 

several other methods can also be used for low-temperature studies [24]. In order to better explain the effect of 

temperature, we have made the choice to briefly recap the typical features of each technique such that the 

discussion could be followed by non-specialist readers. 

 

3.1. Cyclic voltammetry 

Cyclic voltammetry is probably the most used and well-known electrochemical technique since many important 

data can be obtained from the experimental curves. The technique consists in measuring the current produced at 

the working electrode during the linear sweep of the potential (vs. a fixed reference electrode) according to a 

cycle (forward and backward scans). The most significant advantage of CV is the simple variation of the sweep 

rate (scan rate) which allows changing the time window of the measurements, giving access to the kinetics.  

Room temperature voltammetry for a reversible monoelectronic electron transfer involving free-diffusing 

electroactive species is given in Figure 2-A. The peak-to-peak separation ∆�p =  �pa − �pc equals 2.22 �� �⁄ , 

hence approximatively 57 mV at 298 K, where �pa and �pc are defined here as the anodic and cathodic peak 

potentials. On the other hand, the anodic and cathodic peak currents pa and pc are expressed through the 

Randles-Ševčik equation (21) (assuming �=1) [24]: 

 

®p = 	. ^^I "�l
AB'_ b⁄ �=_ b⁄ ?F_ b⁄      (21) 

 

Where A is the electrode area, D and C are the diffusion coefficient and concentration in electroactive species, 

respectively. 
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On this simple basis, the value of ∆�p on the CV would theoretically decrease by several millivolts with 

temperature (it would drop from 57 mV at 298 K to 33 mV at 175 K, for example). Moreover, the peak current 

would slightly increase when T diminishes (approximatively 25% over 100 K variation), assuming 6 as constant. 

Of course, these simple predictions are opposite to what is observed in reality because temperature-dependent 

factors including mass transfer (controlled by the scan rate), electron transfer kinetics, solution resistance and 

double layer capacitance have to be taken into account. Charge transfer kinetics is the main parameter affecting 

∆�p. As shown through the Arrhenius-like equation (11), the standard rate constant T� decreases exponentially 

with −1 �⁄  according to the standard free energy of activation Δ��P  and the pre-exponential factor U�. One 

consequence of the sluggishness of the electron transfer reaction is the modification of the voltammetric curve, 

the system becoming irreversible. Under these conditions, the expression of the potential deviates from the 

Nernst equation since the electron transfer is no longer under thermodynamic control. The peak potential can 

then be expressed as in equation (22) [24]: 

 

p = 	� − AB
�� �	. ¯n + °  "=_ b⁄

G	 ' + °  "��F
AB '_ b⁄ �   (22) 

 

As previously mentioned, the diffusion coefficient value 6 decreases with temperature because diffusion is a 

thermally activated process. Hence, the relative shift of �p vs. ��� in equation (22) is highly dependent on the 

(6O f⁄ T�⁄ ) ratio. As the temperature is decreased, this ratio mainly increases because of the large energy of 

activation (inner and outer-sphere) required at the electrode surface to accommodate the electron transfer. By 

comparison, the effect of diffusion remains modest. The effect of T on ∆�p is exacerbated by the ohmic drop 

and, in a less significant manner, by double layer effects (see section 2). Increase of the solution resistance (also 

coined uncompensated resistance), �unc, typically from tens of Ω at room temperature to several thousands of Ω  

at low T induces a shift of the peaks towards more negative values for a reduction process and more positive for 

an oxidation reaction. In highly resistive media as encountered at very low temperature, these shifts can attain 

several hundreds of mV. Once effects due to ohmic drop have been considered, the variation of ∆�p with 

temperature can be determined to analyze the evolution of the heterogeneous electron-transfer rate constant with 

a decrease in temperature. For instance, Diao and Zhang exploited this approach to compare the value of the 

heterogeneous constant at different temperatures for the five quasireversible one-electron reductions of C60 [39]. 

For all electrochemical processes, an approximately one-order decrease of the rate constant was found when T 

was decreased from 293 K to 223 K. 

 

The sluggishness of the electron transfer at low temperature also induces a change in the expression of the peak 

current, which is modulated by the square-root of the symmetry coefficient � [24]: 

 

 ®p = 	. ^±I "�l
AB'_ b⁄ �_ b⁄ �=_ b⁄ ?F_ b⁄      (23) 
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In the most typical case, � = 0.5, which induces that the current is 4 times less when changing from a reversible 

to an irreversible process (equations (21) and (23)). In addition, when lowering temperature, the loss of current 

occurs because of the lowering of the diffusion coefficient. Over a 100 K drop, 6 can typically goes from 10-5 

cm2 s-1 to 10-7 cm2 s-1, meaning a 10-times decrease of the current peak assuming irreversible cases [31]. 

 

The Figure 2 exemplifies well these variations. The CVs have been simulated for a redox couple for a wide 

range of temperatures (120-300 K) assuming variation of diffusion coefficients and standard rate constants 

according to the following parameters taken from literature data for the DMeFc+/0 couple [27, 31]: ∆��P = 22 kJ 

mol-1; U� = 2  × 103 cm s-1; ∆�DP = 13 kJ mol-1; UD�  = 0.01 cm2 s-1. The system is fast at room temperature as 

shown by the low peak-to-peak separation. Between 300 K  and 200 K (Figure 2-A), the main effect observed is 

the progressive decrease of the peak current whereas ∆�p remains almost constant. This originates purely from 

the decrease of the diffusion coefficient in a square-root manner. The system remains however reversible 

because the kinetics of electron transfer are still fast (vs. mass transfer) within the timescale of the experiment (v 

= 0.1 V s-1). Hence, the redox system obeys equation (21). Below 200 K, a supplementary effect occurs: the 

peak-to-peak separation dramatically increases to reach approximatively 230 mV at 120 K (Figure 2-B). Hence, 

the electron transfer kinetics is no longer fast and the system passes from the reversible behavior to the quasi-

reversible and irreversible ones (from 160 K). It then follows the equations (42) and (43). Note that the same 

simulations carried out at a higher scan rate (for example v = 1 V s-1) would have led to different response, since 

the flux of electroactive species would be enhanced. As a consequence, irreversibility measured through the start 

of increase of ∆�p would have appeared at higher temperature than 200 K. 

 

Figure 2. Simulated CVs illustrating the effect of the temperature on the shape of the voltammogram for a 

mono-electronic process involving a free-diffusing electroactive species. .ox = 1 mM,  6ox =  6red = 10-5 cm2 s-1, 

T� = 1 cm s-1, U = 0.01 cm2. Simulations were carried out with the software Kissa-1D [40].   

 

Other aspects have also to be taken into account when performing low-T cyclic voltammetry, and more generally 

electrochemical techniques. The first one is the value of the potential which is measured against that of the 

reference electrode. Most of experimental measurements are carried out with a pseudo-reference electrode, such 

as a Pt or Ag wire directly dipping in the solution. The potential of the redox species is then adjusted by adding a 

known redox couple in the solution, such as ferrocenium/ferrocene, at the end of the experiment, and then 

referred to it. This method has the inconvenient to bring other reactive species in the medium, such water and 
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oxygen, and possibly make them react with electroactive compounds. Another possibility is to use stable and 

known organic references electrode, such as Ag/AgNO3 or Ag/AgClO4, which can be placed either inside or 

outside the low-T cell. Indeed, the equilibrium potential of these known reference electrodes follows a Nernst 

law and then shifts with temperature according to a �� �⁄  factor. Hence, a ∆� = 100 K decrease from room 

temperature would induce an 8 mV shift. Using a thermostated reference electrode out of the cell is probably the 

most convenient way to obtain accurate data, if one minimizes the variation of the liquid junction potential with 

temperature (estimated as 0.01 mV K-1) [8]. Indeed, concentration gradients in the reference electrode salt bridge 

due to thermal diffusion (the Soret effect) and the resulting changes in the effective reference electrode potential 

are negligible.  

Another parameter of importance for low-temperature cyclic voltammetry is the change in concentration due to 

volume contraction. The decrease of the volume is related to the increase of the density of the solvent through 

the cubic expansion coefficient �exp as defined in equation (24) [22]: 

 �exp =  (_ ²⁄ )(>² >B⁄ )³     (24) 

 
 

The values of �exp are fully solvent-dependent and close to 0.001 C-1. For instance, methylene chloride displays  

�exp = 0.00126 C-1 whereas acetone exhibits �exp = 0.00146 C-1 [22]. This indicates that a 100 K decrease in 

temperature would decrease the volume approximatively by 13% and 15% in these solvents, respectively, hence 

increasing the concentration by the same amount. However, this effect is likely compensated by the lower 

solubility of the electroactive species when T decreases. Hence, the real concentration in redox compounds is 

hard to determine at low temperature except if other methods, such as UV-Vis spectroscopies, can be coupled 

under the same conditions. 

 

At last, it should be noted that the Randles- Ševčik equation (21) (and indirectly the Cottrell equation (25), see 

below) applies for electrochemical reactions under semi-infinite linear diffusion regime. For instance, this 

equation cannot be used for analysis of voltammetric experiments with ultramicroelectrodes, since their low 

radius r allows radial diffusion, leading to S-shaped CVs. This steady-state regime occurs only when v << 

��6 ��{f⁄  [24]. Accordingly for ultramicroelectrodes, decreasing T (thus concomitantly D) induces a decrease 

of the scan rate value at which the steady-state regime can be kept. In other words, when using microelectrodes 

for cryovoltammetry, lower scan rates should be used to maintain S-shaped CVs. 

3.2. Chronoamperometry and chronocoulometry 

Chronoamperometry is a well-known electrochemical technique which consists in measuring the current vs. time 

resulting from a subtle stepping of the potential from an initial value �i to a final value �f. On one hand, �i is 

usually pre-determined from CV measurements by taking a value for which no current flows (“rest” potential). 

On the other hand, the final potential �f corresponds to a potential value for which a redox reaction takes place 

and is diffusion-controlled. It is usually adjusted to a value ≈ 60 - 100 mV beyond the peak potential on the CV. 

The classical Cottrell equation gives the expression of the measured current f(µ) against the time µ, as shown in 

equation (25) for reversible electron transfer [24]: 
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®f(¶) =  ��?=_ b⁄
J_/b¶_/b       (25) 

 

Hence, chronoamperometry appears as the method of choice for the determining diffusion coefficient 6 of the 

electroactive species knowing its bulk concentration, the area of the electrode U and the number of electrons � 

involved in the redox process. The equation (45) is still valid when the temperature is lowered as long as �fin is 

finely adjusted to reach the diffusion-controlled zone. Correction of the concentration, as previously discussed 

for cyclic voltammetry, due to lower solubility and solvent contraction, may be introduced for a more accurate 

determination of 6. Since diffusion displays an Arrhenius-like behavior, its activation enthalpy ∆�DP can be 

obtained from plots of ��(6) vs. �NO. The Figure 3 displays simulated chronoamperograms for a wide range of 

temperature, as performed for cyclic voltammetry. As expected, the measured current decreases with 

temperature in agreement with the Cottrell equation because of the decrease of the diffusion coefficient. Since 

the effect of convection decreases with T, the time window for analysis of plots of  vs. µNO f⁄  can be slightly 

enlarged at low temperatures. However, no kinetic data about electron transfer can be obtained from these 

curves.  

 

 

Figure 3. A) Simulated chronoamperograms and B) Resulting Cottrell plots illustrating the effect of temperature 

on the shape of the CAs for a mono-electronic process. .ox = 1 mM, U = 0.01 cm2. Values of 6ox =  6red have 

been calculated for each temperature assuming that ∆�DP  = 0.13 eV and UD�  = 0.01 cm2 s-1 [27]. Simulations were 

carried out with the software Kissa-1D [40]. 

 

Another parameter of importance for chronoamperometry measurements at low temperatures is the cell time 

constant, �unc.d which corresponds to the minimum time necessary to charge the double layer and, 

consequently, apply the requested potential. In reality, effective potential application occurs for ten times the cell 

time constant. Imposing a potential step on a time scale shorter than 10�unc.d is meaningless since the real 

potential applied will not correspond with the desired one. The cell time constant can be expressed as in equation 

(26), by using solution conductivity x (in Ω-1 cm-1), electrode radius {� (in cm) and specific differential 

capacitance .d� (in F cm-2) [24]: 

 

Aunc?d = K	?d	^h       (26) 
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Typically, cell time constant for classical (1 mm diameter) electrodes at room temperature are given around 30 

µs, meaning that the lower limit of time scale in step experiments is 0.3 ms.  When T decreases, the 

uncompensated resistance �unc largely increases (due to the lowest conductivity x) , hence inducing a significant 

rise of the cell time constant since double layer capacitance is poorly affected by temperature. For example, 

�unc was found to increase by approximatively 50 times when varying the temperature from 298 K to 150 K. As 

a consequence, the cell time constant increases by the same factor, yielding a 1.8 ms minimum interval for step 

measurements. According to equation (26), one practical way to reduce this effect is to use electrodes having a 

smaller radius, such as ultramicroelectrodes ({� ≈ 1-10 µm).  Such approach has been for instance well used for 

cryoelectrochemical studies on electrodes at temperatures below 100 K in liquid electrolytes [9, 41, 42]. 

 

A last, an important parameter which may induce unexpected effects for low-T chronoamperometry 

measurements is the diffusion layer thickness. In usual room-temperature measurements, this parameter varies 

from several micrometers to tens micrometers, for measurements time ranging from 1 to 10 s, according to a 

(6µ)O f⁄  trend. Consequently, the large value of the diffusion layer compared to the roughness of a polished 

electrode (typically around 1 µm) allows neglecting imperfections on the electrode surface, and considering it as 

flat. Since diffusion coefficient values decrease with T (roughly by 100 times over 100 K), the thickness of the 

diffusion layer may become close to roughness of the electrode even at moderate time (10 s). Hence, 

measurements have to be taken and analyzed over longer time periods. 

 

Other techniques such as chronocoulometry and double-step chonoamperometry can be used for low-T 

measurements. Chronocoulometry displays two main advantages vs. chronoamperometry: (i) it yields a signal 

which grows with time, hence a better signal to noise ratio at long time scale; (ii) it allows distinction between 

double-layer charging and faradaic currents. The charge ·(µ) accumulated for the potential step is expressed by 

the equation (27) obtained from equation (26) [24]: 

 

¸(¶) = b ��=?
J_/b ¶_/b     (27) 

 

The diffusion coefficient can be obtained by plots of ·(µ) vs. µO f⁄ .  As done for chronoamperometry, the 

variation of 6 with T according to an Arrhenius law yields the activation enthalpies and the pre-exponential 

factor for diffusion.  

 

Double chronoamperometry (CA) is a potential step technique which is often used to extract kinetic data from 

chemical-coupled electrochemical reactions. The principle is to start with a classical chronoamperometry 

sequence (a single potential step from �i to �f). After a defined time ¹ of application of �f, the potential is 

stepped to a new value �r, allowing the electrochemical oxidation or reduction of the formed species. Of course, 

the value of ¹ determines the amount (concentration) of the various generated species within the diffusion layer. 

A particular case occurs when the value of �r corresponds to a potential on a diffusion plateau such that it is 

inverse to �f relative to ��� as shown in Figure 4. In that situation, the current r(µ) which is measured upon 

application of �r, is expressed as shown in equation (28) [24]: 
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−®r(¶) =  ��?=_ b⁄
J_/b r _

(¶N»)_ b⁄ − _
¶_ b⁄ s    (28) 

 

The ratio of the reverse to the forward currents, −r f⁄ , allows elimination of the U6O f⁄  factor. If one defines µr 
and µf as times of measurement such that µr − ¹ = µf  , then the ratio can be expressed as in equation (29): 

 

N®r
®f = _ − "_ − »

¶r'
_ b⁄

     (29) 

 

The Figure 4 displays the variation of −r f⁄  with µr ¹⁄ . This ratio decreases asymptotically towards 0 as µr 
increases. It equals the value of 0.293 when µr ¹⁄ = 2  for a typical electrochemical reaction. Any deviation from 

this value when performing experiments is an indicator of further chemical processes occurring. 

 

 

Figure 4. A) General waveform for a double potential step experiment for a reduction process and B) resulting 

variation of −r f⁄   vs. µr ¹⁄ .  
 

Hence, for a classical electrochemical process, this technique has a poor interest since most of the information 

can be obtained from a single step experiment. However, the method becomes interesting if one or several 

chemical reactions follow (or are concerted with) the first electrochemical event. One particular advantage is that 

short time kinetics can be obtained since hundreds of µs to few ms are available by step techniques. Ultra-rapid 

chemical processes (k > 108 s-1) are no always detectable at room temperature despite the short time window of 

this reversal chronoamperometric. Decreasing temperature allows a significant decrease of the rate of chemical 

and electrochemical processes. Since chronoamperometry analysis is not affected by the kinetics of electron 

transfer, as long as the applied potential remains in the diffusion-controlled zone, access to the kinetics of the 

chemical reactions is then possible when coupling low-T to the double-step potential techniques.  

An illustrating example of the interest of double potential chronoamperometry at low temperatures to assess 

chemical reactions following up electron transfer processes was reported by Birke and co-workers [43]. The rate 

constant for the reductive cleavage of the Co-C bond from methylcobalamin, a cofactor found in several 

mammalian and prokaryotic enzymes, could be calculated by double CA at temperatures between 193 and 273 

K, and in two different mixtures of DMF/MeOH as solvents. An increase for the rate of the chemical reaction 
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occurred after increasing the content in DMF from 40% to 50% volume. Further information about double 

potential chronoamperometry can be found in several articles and books [24, 26]. 

 

3.3. A.C. impedance and a.c. voltammetry 

A.C. impedance, also coined as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) consists in applying an a.c. 

potential ² of small-amplitude (½�), superimposed on a constant d.c. bias, to the electrochemical cell and 

measuring the induced a.c. current ¾ (magnitude ¿� and phase � with respect to voltage) as a function of the a.c. 

frequency À. The superimposed d.c. potential is used to set up the surface concentrations such that they appear 

as bulk values to the a.c. perturbation.  

 

The impedance Á is intrinsically defined as resulting from the ratio of the voltage ² and current ¾ vectors, as 

expressed in equation (30),  

Á = ²
¾ =  |Á|exp�−j¦� =   |Á|cos¦ − j|Á|sin¦     (30) 

 

where |Á| is the modulus of Á (|Á| = ²	 ¾0⁄ )   (31) 

For an electrochemical cell, Á can be modelled in terms of a circuit of resistors and capacitors. The classical 

circuit contains a series of two parallel RC circuits representing bulk (�unc,.s) and interfacial (�ct, .d, ÂW) 

properties (Figure 5). These elements correspond to the uncompensated solution resistance �unc, the bulk 

solution capacitance .s, the charge-transfer resistance �ct, the double-layer capacitance .d, and a ‘frequency–

dependent’ resistance to diffusion ÂW, termed the Warburg impedance. The evaluation of Rct, Cdl, Runc and Cs is 

possible if the two parallel RC circuits have significantly different time constants, which is generally the case 

because bulk and interfacial resistance and capacitance values differ notably. From the values obtained by 

experimental use of a frequency response analyzer, which is able to separate the real from the imaginary part of 

the total impedance, a plot of Â" against Â� (“a complex-plane plot” or “Nyquist plot”) gives access to Rct, Cdl, 

Runc and Cs. Thus, the main advantage of the a.c. impedance technique is that one may determine the charge-

transfer resistance and double-layer capacitance independently of the solution resistance and the bulk 

capacitance from the experimental value of Á as a function of À. The complex-plane plot displays the general 

shape shown in Figure 5 for an equivalent circuit with pure resistors and capacitors. 
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Figure 5. Complex-plane plot for an electrochemical cell (left) according to the equivalent circuit shown on the 

right. RE: Reference electrode; CE: Counter electrode; WE: Working electrode.  

 

The graph can be divided into three frequency regions. At low frequencies, the Warburg impedance becomes 

predominant (diffusion control) and the relation between Â"  and  Â� becomes linear as observed on the complex-

plane plot (“Mass transfer control” region in Figure 5). Diffusion coefficients can be derived from a parameter 

Å which is calculated from the value of the real impedance when Â" = 0, knowing �ct and .d. 

Á� = Á�� − Aunc − Act + bÆb?d    (32)   

where  

Æ =  AB
 b�b�√b È _

=ox_/b?ox∗ + _
=red_/b?red∗ Ê    (33) 

 

As the frequency increases, the Warburg impedance becomes unimportant relative to the charge-transfer 

resistance (kinetic control). Moreover, if the frequency is not so high as to enter the bulk parameters region, the 

real and imaginary components of the total impedance in the kinetic region are related as described by the 

equation (54): 

 

"Á� − Aunc − Act
b 'b + (Á��)b = "Act

b 'b
   (34) 

 

Complex-plane plot yields a semi-circle centered at (�unc + �ct 2⁄ ) on the real impedance axis and having a 

radius of (�ct 2⁄ ).  The maximum of this arc is at a frequency given by 1 �ct⁄ .d, enabling .d to be calculated. At 

even higher frequencies, only bulk properties are observed and �ct and .d can be neglected. In this region, the 

complex-plane plot is a semi-circle, centered at (�unc 2⁄ ) on the real impedance axis and having a radius of 

(�unc 2⁄ ). The arc has a maximum at a frequency given by 1 �unc⁄ .s.  
 

In summary, a.c. impedance gives the possibility of separating interfacial and bulk properties, which is not the 

case for cyclic voltammetry. This aspect is of particular interest for low-temperature studies, since the accuracy 

of the analysis for the study of charge-transfer kinetics is greatly improved. It is also a small-amplitude 

technique, which simplifies the calculations of the standard heterogeneous electron transfer constant from the 

charge-transfer resistance:  

 

Act = AB
 �®	 = AB

 b�b�G	?Ox∗(_��)?Red∗(�)     (35) 

 

The technique is of particular interest when surface concentrations in Ox and Red species are equal. In that case, 

determination of T� becomes independent of �, the d.c. bias being set up as ���. However, it should be 

underlined that the analysis relies mainly on the validity of the model circuit. The above approximation is ‘ideal’ 
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as it considers the double-layer capacitance as an ideal capacitor, which is not true in fact (as observed 

experimentally). The theory can be refined by replacing some of the elements in the model circuit by ‘distributed 

elements’ such as constant phase elements (CPE) for example. Another drawback is that the technique yields 

little mechanistic information and is best used in tandem with cyclic voltammetry. 

A relevant example illustrating the utility of EIS to determinate T� for an extremely temperature-sensitive 

electrochemical system has been recently published by Le Poul and co-workers [1]. The heterogeneous electron 

transfer rate constants were calculated for a redox couple involving μ-1,2-superoxoCu2(II)/ μ-1,2-peroxoCu2(II) 

complexes at temperatures ranging between 183  and 203 K for which the two species were stable. The variation 

of T� with temperature enabled the determination of the reorganizational energy λ value for the process. 

 

A.c. voltammetry is an electrochemical technique derived from a.c. impedance, which can also be used for the 

determination of rate constant T� at low temperatures. It consists in applying an a.c. potential �ac of low 

amplitude at a single frequency À, superimposed on a linearly varying d.c. potential �dc (as d.c. voltammetry). 

The measured responses are the magnitude of the a.c. component of the ensuing current ac at the chosen 

frequency of �ac and its phase angle � with respect to Eac. One important feature to control is that time domains 

for the variation of �dc and �ac are significantly different. This can be guaranteed when the scan rate � is much 

smaller than the time amplitude of the a.c. potential variation, Δ�À. Under these conditions, surface 

concentrations obey the Nernst equation at the potential �dc. The choice of the frequency of �ac is important 

because it defines the amplitude and shape of the resulting current. For a reversible system, the charge transfer 

resistance can be neglected at low frequencies and the maximum current for the bell shaped voltammetric curve 

is obtained at �dc = �O f⁄ . The peak current varies with ÀO/f. As À increases, the charge transfer resistance 

becomes predominant over mass transfer (diffusion), such that the shape of the voltammogram is independent of 

À. The peak current amplitude, ¿peak, is expressed as in equation (36): 

¾peak = �b�G	?Ox∗ �Ì�ÍÍ��
AB      (36) 

Where Î = 1 − � and Ï = (6ox 6red⁄ )O/f 

 

The equation (36) indicates that even if the standard rate constant value is sufficiently high to assume that d.c. 

reversibility holds, the peak current amplitude can vary strongly depending on the value of T�. For very low 

value of T� (10-5 cm s-1) the peak is generally no longer detected. The Figure 6 displays typical a.c. 

voltammograms obtained for different values of T� (0.01 to 1 cm s-1) for quasi-reversible systems.  
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Figure 6. A.c. voltammograms for different values of T�(1000, 1, 0.1 and 0.01 cm s-1 from top to bottom). 

Adapted from Ref. [24]. 

 

Under activation-controlled conditions (diffusion is neglected), the peak potential, �peak, is centered close to �O/f 

according to the equation (37), and allows for the determination of the coefficient �: 

peak = _/b + AB
� °  Í

�     (37) 

The phase angle � of the a.c. current with respect to the a.c. potential can also be a source of kinetic information. 

Plots of cos (�) vs. ÀO/f at the peak current amplitude gives the linear variation of equation (38): 

�ÐÑM(¦)�max = _ + "b=OxÍ =Red� '_/bÓ_/b
G	�"�

Í'���"�
Í'Í�     (38) 

From values of the diffusion coefficients and �, the standard rate constant T� can be directly determined from 

the slope of the cos (�) vs. ÀO/f curve. Interestingly, it was shown that equation (38) holds for any 

quasireversible and irreversible system (low values of T�) even if d.c. reversibility does not apply. 

In conclusion, both a.c. impedance and a.c. voltammetry methods appear thus as amongst the most appropriate 

and accurate electrochemical techniques to determine kinetics of electron transfer for simple reactions (no 

chemically coupled).  Their main advantage is the separation of interfacial from bulk properties by playing with 

the frequency range. This makes these techniques of particular interest at low temperatures when large increase 

of solution resistance is obtained and disturbs the classical d.c. cyclic voltammetry. However, it should be notice 

that analysis of the a.c. impedance data is based on the equivalent circuit which models the electrochemical cell. 

The occurrence of side-reactions such as adsorption of electroactive species onto electrode surfaces or chemical 

processes coupled with electron transfer, may interfere in the Faradaic response, hence generating significant 

error in the analysis. As well, a.c. voltammetry is limited by the assumption that surface concentrations are 
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thermodynamically in equilibrium at �dc as a consequence of the radically different timescales between the d.c 

potential variation and the a.c potential perturbation. When temperature is lowered, the d.c. reversibility is no 

longer fulfilled and severe deviations from the described theoretical framework can appear.  

 

4. Effect of temperature on multiple electron transfers and chemically 

coupled electron transfers 
 

Many electrochemical studies entail the coupling of one of several chemical reactions (C) with heterogeneous 

electron-transfer processes (E), particularly for reactions involving molecular species. Diverse mechanisms can 

be envisaged depending on the sequential or concerted occurrence of the steps, as well as their number. The most 

popular ones (EC, CE, ECcat, ECE) have been widely discussed over several reviews and books during the last 

fifty years and readers are invited to refer to the literature data for detailed explanation and discussion [24, 26]. 

In the following sub-sections, we provide a brief description of the four mechanisms and focus our interest on 

the expected effect of decreasing temperature on the electrochemical signature (particularly in CV) for the 

different mechanisms for typical cases.  

4.1. Multiple electron transfer (EE) 

Since many electroactive molecules can exchange more than one electron, we will discuss in this section the 

electrochemical response of these species and the influence exerted by temperature on it. We will focus our 

analysis on changes in the shape of CVs induced by the thermodynamics and electron transfer kinetics of two 

electron transfer processes. 

4.1.1. Thermodynamics of multiple electron transfer processes 

Let us consider the case of two fast and chemically-reversible one-electron transfers for the redox couples (A/B) 

and (B/C) displaying �(O)�  and �(f)�  standard potentials, respectively, such that A + e- = B and B + e- = C (Scheme 

1): 

 

Scheme 1. EE mechanism with associated constants. 

 

Intuitively for two successive reduction reactions involving one mono-reduced intermediate (B), electrostatics 

predicts that the addition of the second electron to a molecule or atom would result in a species that is more 

difficult to reduce. In other words, the second electron transfer reaction occurs at a potential value �(f)�  which is 

more negative than �(O)�   (the inverse occurs for two oxidation processes). This situation is no longer valid when 

significant structural changes (rearrangement of the electroactive species, large change in solvation…) are at 

work upon the first electron transfer, making the second one easier (�(f)� > �(O)�  for reduction). This case, coined 

as “potential inversion” is classically observed in electrochemical experiments [44]. The Figure 7 allows to 
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visualize the different CV responses according to the value of  ∆��  =  �(f)� − �(O)�  for a reduction process, going 

from one two-electron process for positive values of ∆�� (Figure 7-A and 7-B) to two one-electron reversible 

systems for negative values of ∆�� (Figure 7-D). Whatever the situation, a disproportionation-

comproportionation equilibrium 2B = A+ C involving the disproportionation constant ydisp and the 

forward/backward kinetic constants T disp and Tcompdefined in equation (39) can be considered: 

 

jdisp = �A��C� �B�b⁄ =  Gdisp/Gcomp    (39) 

 

The value of ∆�� can be thus expressed as shown in equation (60): 

 

∆	 = (AB �⁄ )ln jdisp      (40) 

 
The equation (40) tells us that ∆�� decreases with T if one makes the rough approximation that the 

disproportionation reaction is temperature-independent. This indicates that the second electron transfer becomes 

less easy in thermodynamic terms as T diminishes. However, this effect is relatively small. For example, a 

temperature variation from 298 K to 175 K would lead to a 10 mV change of ∆��. As for monoelectronic 

processes, entropy effects may also induce a variation of the standard potential values, here �(O)�  and �(f)� , when 

the temperature is varied. One interesting example was reported by Savéant et al. for the reduction of polynitro 

compounds in order to determine the variation with T (243 K – 293 K) of the entropy and enthalpy terms for the 

two first successive monoelectronic transfer steps [45]. The analysis of the pseudo two-electron wave detected 

by CV indicated that ∆�� decreased linearly with T as resulting from entropic effects. More precisely, they 

found that the structuring of the solvent was larger for the second electron transfer than for the first one, 

implying that ∆ (O)�  > ∆ (f)� . They also observed that the temperature variation of ∆�� reached 0.12 mV K-1 

which indicated that the two redox moieties were far enough apart to behave as independent moieties. 
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Figure 7. CV shape for different values of ∆�� assuming two fast electron transfers. Simulations were carried 

out with the software Kissa-1D [40]. 

 

One more complicate case arises when the disproportionation constant ydisp is temperature-dependent: if the 

disproportionation reaction is more favored at low T, the potential difference ∆��  increases. However, one could 

expect that this variation is relatively low since ∆�� varies in a logarithmic scale with ydisp  according to the 

equation (40). 

 

4.1.2. Kinetics of multiple electron transfer processes 

Let us now consider the situation for which the electron transfer reactions are both reversible at room 

temperature, but display radically different rate constants T(O)�  and T(f)�  at low temperatures, the 

disproportionation reaction being slow (see below for the situation where it is fast). This case is of particular 

interest when the thermodynamics of both electronic transfers are equal or very similar ( �(O)� Õ �(f)� ). At room 

temperature, voltammetric measurements display a single system which encompasses two monoelectronic 

processes (see Figure 8-A) resulting from the favored disproportionation reaction and high kinetics (vs. mass 

transfer effects). At low temperature, several situations can occur depending on the ratio of the rate constants: if 

T(O)�  and T(f)�  are similar, a single two-electron transfer is detected but with higher peak separation and lower 

currents than that obtained at room temperature (Figure 8-B). Hence, the individual processes cannot be 

discriminated for this situation, even if the time window of the experiment is varied (through the scan rate). 
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However, if the ratio of the rate constants is significantly different from 1, two monoelectronic systems are 

detected by CV although the �� values remain similar (Figure 8-C). According to the Arrhenius-like equation 

(14), such situation may occur when either the standard free energy of activation ∆��,(f)P  or the pre-exponential 

factors U(f)�  for the second process is significantly different than ∆��,(O)P  or U(O)� , of the first process respectively. 

This likely happens when high reorganizational energy (solvent shell or inner sphere) is necessary to account for 

the second electron input to the electroactive species. Such a situation was observed by Geiger and co-workers 

for the oxidation of a triple-decker rhenium complex [46]: at room temperature, the complex displayed a single 

two-electron process whereas low-temperature (203 K) fragmented the CV curve into two waves. The authors 

suggested that the split could be due to (i) either slower charge-transfer kinetics for the second oxidation (vs. the 

first), leading to larger overpotentials at low T, (ii) or that a chemical step (isomerization) was coupled to the 

second electron transfer and fast enough at room temperature to induce a pseudo two-electron wave by a positive 

shift of the formal potential of the second ET process.  

 

 

Figure 8. Simulated CVs illustrating the effect of the parameters T(O)� , T(f)� , �(O) and �(f) on the shape of the 

voltammogram for two mono-electronic processes having identical standard potentials (�(f)� = �(O)� ). Simulations 

were carried out with the software Kissa-1D [40]. 
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Another interesting case arises when the symmetry coefficients �(O) and �(f) for the redox processes display 

different values while T(O)� =  T(f)� . While not detectable at room temperature, such differences can be observed 

when the electron transfer reactions become under kinetic control, such as occurring at low temperature. The 

Figure 8-D depicts one example of two slow mono-electronic processes occurring at �(O)� = �(f)�  , for which �(O) 
= 0.2 and �(f)= 0.8. The resulting CV displays two discernible peaks on both oxidation and reduction scans in 

contrast with the CV for �(O) =  �(f)= 0.5 (Figure 8-B).  

When the rates of the disproportionation/comproportionation reaction, expressed as T disp and Tcomp in equation 

(39), become fast, the electrochemical response is impacted because the mono-reduced species B is unstable 

within the timescale of the experiment. For instance, when T (O)�  is high and T(f)�  is low, the intensity of the 

second redox system shown in the CV of Figure 8-C vanishes in profit to a single pseudo-two-electron transfer. 

Theoretical and experimental examples discussing the influence of the disproportionation reaction for a EE 

process can be found in the literature [44, 47].  

4.2. EC mechanism 

The EC mechanism is defined as the sequential occurrence of an electrode electron transfer E with a first-order 

(or pseudo-first-order) follow-up homogeneous reaction C as shown in Scheme 2: 

 

 

Scheme 2. EC mechanism with associated constants. 

 

Various cases can be considered depending on the rate determining step (rds) of the mechanism. When the 

electron transfer is fast, the rds is the chemical reaction if one neglects diffusion. In that case, the electrochemical 

signature depends then on the equilibrium constant y and the rate constant T(= Tf + Tb) of the chemical 

reaction. Often, the first-order kinetic constant is considered over a dimensionless parameter gkin (not to be 

misled with the reorganizational energy g) to account for competition between the chemical reaction and 

diffusion (controlled by the scan rate), according to equation (61) [26]: 

 

]kin = AB
 �

Gf�Gb
F =  AB

 �
G
F      (41) 

 

A well-known case occurs when values of y and gkin are large, leading to “pure kinetic” conditions. This 

situation corresponds to a chemical reaction which is both thermodynamically and kinetically favored. In this 

scenario, the peak potential in cyclic voltammetry depends on the value of the forward rate constant Tf. 
Moreover, the expression of the peak current is close to that of the classical reversible case (Randles-Ševčik 

equation, see equation (21)) and varies with �O/f. However, the system is fully irreversible (no return peak) 

because the forward chemical reaction occurs more rapidly than the back electron transfer reaction. In addition, 

y is so large that the rate of the backward chemical reaction remains lower than the timescale of the 
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measurement. Of course, increasing � decreases gkin, such that at some point, the experiment time scale is in 

competition with the rate of the forward reaction. In the limiting situation, high scan rate, the chemical reaction 

cannot proceed and a simple and reversible monoelectronic wave corresponding to the redox system appears in 

the CV. 

 

The decrease of the temperature may impact mass transfer (diffusion coefficients 6ox, 6red), electron-transfer 

(��, T�, �) as well as the chemical reaction (y, T).  Since many different cases can occur depending on the 

variation of these parameters with T, we have only focused here on the situation for which the EC process is 

under pure kinetic conditions at room temperature and moderate scan rate. Furthermore, it is assumed that the 

electron transfer remains relatively fast and the chemical reaction irreversible (K large) at low temperatures. For 

that purpose, we have simulated cyclic voltammograms to better visualize the effect of temperature. Figure 9-A 

shows one CV at � = 0.1 V s-1 for an EC reduction process as in Scheme 2 in pure kinetic conditions at 300 K. 

The values of the parameters have been chosen to fit to this situation in a realistic manner: 6ox =  6red = 10-5 cm2 

s-1; T� = 1 cm s-1; y = 100; Tf =100 s-1; Assuming that a change from 300 K to 200 K leads to the following 

values, which are still realistic [31]: 6ox =  6red = 10-7 cm2 s-1; T� = 0.001 cm s-1; y = 100; Tf =0.1 s-1, the CV 

turns from an irreversible system to a more reversible signature since an oxidation peak starts being detected at 

0.1 V s-1 (Figure 9-C). The system is no longer under pure kinetic conditions. The effect is due to the decrease of 

Tf. Indeed, a smaller or larger variation of 6 does not affect the CV shape. Moreover, a larger decrease of 

T� does not lead to reversibility, but rather induces a negative shift of the peak potential as well as a decrease of 

the peak current. Hence, a 100-fold drop of the kinetics of the chemical reaction can deeply impact the 

voltammetric response. Higher decrease of gkin induces more reversibility to the system, which can be fully 

attained when gkin ≤ 0.16. The effect of T is even more pronounced when using higher scan rate (1 V s-1) as 

shown in Figure 9-B and Figure 9-D. 

 

It is worth noting that a significant decrease of the chemical thermodynamic constant y with temperature may 

also impact the electrochemical signature of the EC process. For instance, a change from y = 100 to 0.1 with 

Tf varying from 100 to 0.1 s-1 leads to an increase of the reversibility of the system in terms of anodic/cathodic 

current ratio. The chemical conversion of the Red species in Scheme 2 is so slow (vs. scan rate timescale) that a 

small fraction of Red is transformed in Red’. In the inverse case, a raise of the thermodynamic constant while T 

and Tf  decrease, does not affect the CV response, since the process remains limited by the sluggishness of the 

forward rate constant.  
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Figure 9. Effect of temperature and scan rate on voltammetric signature for an EC mechanism. A) 0.1 V s-1 and 

B),  1 V s–1 : T = 300 K, .ox = 1 mM,  6ox =  6red = 10-5 cm2 s-1, T� = 1 cm s-1, y = 100; Tf =100 s-1; C) 0.1 V s-1 

and D) 1 V s–1 : T = 200 K,  .ox = 1 mM;  6ox =  6red = 10-7 cm2 s-1; T� = 0.001 cm s-1; y = 100; Tf =0.1 s-1. 

Simulations were carried out with the software Kissa-1D [40]. 

 

An example of such situation can be found in the literature on the electrochemical reduction of monomeric 

Rh(III) porphyrins [48]. CV at room temperature displayed an irreversible reduction peak corresponding to the 

monoelectronic reduction followed by a dimerization process. In contrast, low-temperature CV (195 K) led to 

the detection of a reversible system, because the chemical reaction was slowed down. Another relevant example 

was reported by Compton and co-workers [49]. The electrochemical reduction of [(3-([trans-4-

(methoxymethoxy)cyclohexyl]oxy)propyl)-sulfonyl]benzene was studied with chronoamperometry, exhaustive 

electrolysis and fast cyclic voltammetry at room and low temperatures. The experiments were in agreement with 

an EC mechanism in which the irreversible homogeneous chemical reaction consists in the cleavage of the alkyl-

S bond of the radical anion. The kinetic constant, Tf, of the chemical process could be calculated at different 

temperatures from digital simulations of the CV curves, evidencing a striking decrease of the reaction rate at low 

temperature (Tf = 9000 and 300 s-1 at 296 and 253 K, respectively). Other examples of low-T studies of EC 

processes can be found in other reported contributions [16, 50-52].  

4.3. CE mechanism 

In the CE mechanism, a first-order (or pseudo-first-order) homogeneous reaction C precedes an electrode 

electron transfer process E as shown in Scheme 3: 
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Scheme 3. CE mechanism with associated constants. 

 

As for the EC case, the dimensionless parameter gkin accounts for the competition between the chemical reaction 

and the scan rate according to equation (41). Obviously, large values of the thermodynamic constant y leads to 

the typical wave of a reversible and monoelectronic process corresponding to the electron transfer step whatever 

gkin. However, small values of y produce three different situations depending on the value of gkin. In the first 

scenario, a low value of gkin is considered, which means that the chemical reaction is slow or the scan rate of the 

CV experiment is high. Under this assumption, the CV curve exhibits electrochemically reversible waves 

characterized by a low current, which is a function of the constant y. Increasing the value of parameter gkin, by 

considering a faster reaction or decreasing the scan rate, yields a new electrochemical response in which the CV 

curve displays a single S-shaped forward wave. The current at the plateau is then defined as a function of the rate 

constant T and the thermodynamic constant y, as shown by the equation (42), which describes a steady-state 

regime [24]: 

 

®plateau =  ��?Oxj=Ox_/bG_/b    (42) 

 

The rate constant T can be evaluated from the half-peak potential (of the plateau) �O/f knowing the standard 

potential value of the Ox/Red couple, as shown by the equation (43):  

 

_/b = Ox/Red	 − 	. b¯¯ AB
 � − AB

b � ØÙ ]kin   (43)  

 

Further increasing the value of gkin recovers partially the apparent electrochemical reversibility of the waves in 

the CV curve. In that diffusion-controlled zone, the thermodynamic constant y can be determined form the 

standard potential of the new reversible system (Ox’/Red): 

 

Ox'/Red = Ox/Red	 + AB
 � ØÙ j    (44)  

 

As for the EC case, decreasing T may lead to many different situations. If one assumes the steady state regime at 

room temperature, and that kinetics of electron transfer are fast enough to avoid an impact on the total rate at any 

temperature, a T decrease will mainly affect 6, T and y. Figure 10 exhibits simulated CVs at � = 0.1 V s-1 for a 

CE reduction process for two different temperatures, 300 K (Panel A) and 200 K (Panel B). The value of y = 

0.001 and Tf = 0.1 s-1 have been chosen such that the system is under pure kinetic conditions at 300 K, i.e. with 

an S-shape forward wave. The values of the other parameters (6ox =  6red = 10-5 cm2 s-1; T� = 1 cm s-1) are as 

given for the EC process. The change of the temperature from 300 K to 200 K has mainly two effects. Assuming 
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that Tf = 0.001 s-1 and K keeps constant at 200 K, the plateau-shaped of the forward wave disappears and 

becomes peak-shaped as the forward chemical reaction is not fast enough to maintain the steady-state regime. 

Moreover, the system is shifted towards more positive potential as resulting from the effect of y as previously 

discussed for low value of gkin. If one assumes a decrease of the electron transfer kinetics at low temperature, for 

instance that T� = 0.001 cm s-1 rather than 1 cm s-1 at 200 K, one observes an increase of the peak-to-peak 

separation, as well as a decrease of the backward peak current (Figure 10-B).  

 

 

Figure 10. Effect of temperature on the voltammetric signature (v = 0.1 V s-1, .ox = 1 mM) for a CE mechanism. 

A) T = 300 K, 6ox =  6red = 10-5 cm2 s-1, y = 0.001; Tf =0.1 s-1; B) T = 200 K, 6ox =  6red = 10-7 cm2 s-1, y = 

0.001; Tf =0.001 s-1; T� = 1 cm s-1 (red) and 0.001 cm s-1 (blue). Simulations were carried out with the software 

Kissa-1D [40]. 

 

 

Obviously, the variation of the thermodynamic constant y with temperature also impacts the CV shape. A 

decrease of y with T (and Tf ) would favor formation of the Ox’ species over Ox. Consequently, the redox 

system would return back to the pure kinetic conditions with the formation of a plateau shape curve in CV, but 

with a lower current intensity. For instance, a 10-fold decrease of y from 0.001 to 0.0001 would be sufficient to 

consider the change of kinetic regime and the observation of a S-shaped CV (not shown). Inversely, an increase 

of y while T decreases would affect the electrochemical signature in the other way since the system would rather 

evolve toward a peak-shaped CV of higher current intensity. 

An example of a low-temperature electrochemical study of a molecule involving a CE mechanism was published 

by Bowyer and Evans in 1988 [53]. In their study, CV experiments on a solution of trans-1,2-diiodocyclohexane 

were carried out at temperatures ranging between 273 and 233 K. This organic compound presents two 

conformational structures in equilibrium: an axial-axial conformer, which is thermodynamically favored, and an 

equatorial-equatorial conformer. Interestingly, each conformer gave two distinct and separated voltammetric 

waves which could be analyzed by digital simulation of the curves. Hence, the thermodynamic parameters of the 

conformational chemical equilibrium could be calculated leading to values in agreement with NMR 

measurements. The electrochemical behavior of trans-1,2-diiodocyclohexane did not fit exactly a CE mechanism 

as the two species involved in the preceding chemical reaction, i.e. Ox and Ox’, were electrochemically active. 
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4.4. ECcat mechanism 

The ECcat mechanism is a particular case of an EC mechanism in which the homogeneous chemical reaction is a 

catalytic process mediated by the reduced species Red. As a result, substrate A is converted into product B, and 

oxidized species Ox is recovered. The Scheme 4 depicts the sequential steps E and Ccat of such process: 

 

 

Scheme 4. ECcat mechanism with associated constants. 

 

The simplest approximation considers the chemical reaction as the rate-determining step. The electrochemical 

responses are then dependent on the dimensionless parameter ge =  ��Te.Ox∗ ��⁄  and the excess factor Û =
.A∗/.Ox ∗ which is the ratio of the bulk concentrations in substrate and catalyst. High values Û and moderately high 

value of ge lead to a typical case of electrocatalysis which is characterized by a S-shaped cyclic voltammogram, 

whose current plateau cat is proportional to TeO/f, and, importantly, independent on the scan rate, as defined in 

equation (45) [24]: 

 

®cat =  ��?Ox∗ =ox_/bGe_/b(?A∗ )_/b    (45) 

 

At low value of Û while ge is large, the CV reaches a particular situation coined as “total catalysis” for which 

two peaks are observed in CV on the forward scan. The first peak is a substrate-diffusion-controlled catalytic 

process whose potential peak value (but not the current peak value) is dependent of Te. The second peak 

corresponds to a catalyst-diffusion-controlled electron transfer as observed in absence of substrate A. 

 

Since the excess factor is not expected to be temperature-dependent (or can be neglected), a decrease of T likely 

impacts ge, 6, and electron transfer parameters (T�, ��, �). Similarly to the EC case, changes of the 

electrochemical signature with T can be multiple depending on how these parameters vary. The two above-

mentioned specific cases (S-shape and total catalysis) have been considered by voltammetric simulations at 300 

K and 200 K in order to better visualize how T would affect the CV response. Figure 11-A and B shows 

simulated CVs at 300 K for S-shaped (A) and total catalysis (B), which are differentiated by the value of the 

excess factor (Û = 103 and 1, respectively) and the forward catalytic rate constant (Te= 102 M-1 s-1 and 107 M-1 s-1, 

respectively), all other parameters being the same (y = 105, 6ox =  6red = 6A = 6B  = 10-5 cm2 s-1, T� = 1 cm/s, 

� = 0.1 V s-1, � = 0.5). Here, the chemical process is considered as irreversible at all temperatures, y being large 

(105). At 200 K, only diffusion coefficients and standard rate constants are modified as previously discussed for 

the EC and CE mechanisms (6ox =  6red = 6A = 6B  = 10-7 cm2 s-1, T� = 0.001 cm s-1). Assuming that Te 

decreases by a 100-fold manner, significant modifications of the CVs are observed as shown in Figure 11-C and 

D. The S-shaped CV at 300 K disappears in profit to a reversible system (Figure 11-C), since the catalytic 

reaction is not fast enough to occur (vs. timescale of the experiment). The total-catalysis case in Figure 11-B is 

also modified since the pre-peak is no longer observed in Figure 11-D at 200 K. The decrease in Te shifts the 
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pre-peak potential closer to the catalyst-diffusion-controlled peak. The constant is however still high enough to 

allow regeneration of the catalyst, as shown by the higher forward peak current vs. backward. One example of 

low-T study of an ECcat mechanism was reported by Peters and co-workers in 2016 [54]. These authors 

investigated the binding properties of tetradente P3
B and P3

C iron complexes towards dinitrogen and the 

electrocatalytic conversion of N2 into ammonia under acidic conditions in Et2O/NaBArF. Studies were carried 

out at 228 K (-45°C) to stabilize the in-situ-generated Fe-N2 adducts and to allow reactivity with strong acids, as 

shown by the observation of an electrocatalytic wave.  

 

 

 

Figure 11. Effect on temperature on the voltammetric signature for an ECcat mechanism. A) T = 300 K, 6ox =
 6red = 10-5 cm2 s-1, T� = 1 cm s-1, y = 105; Te = 102 M-1 s-1, Û = 103; B) T = 300 K, 6ox =  6red = 10-5 cm2 s-1, T� 

= 1 cm s-1, y = 105; Te = 107 M-1 s-1 , Û = 1; C) T = 200 K, 6ox =  6red = 10-7 cm2 s-1, T� = 0.001 cm s-1, y = 105; 

Te = 1 M-1 s-1; Û = 103; D) T = 200 K, 6ox =  6red = 10-7 cm2 s-1, T� = 0.001 cm s-1, y = 105; Te = 105 M-1 s-1; Û = 

1. Simulations were carried out with the software Kissa-1D [40]. 

 

4.5. ECE mechanism 

As shown in Scheme 5, the ECE mechanism corresponds to the sequential occurrence of one first electrode 

electron transfer E1, followed by first-order (or pseudo-first-order) homogeneous reaction C1, and a second 
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electrode reaction E2. A supplemental reaction C2, a disproportion process, can also be considered under certain 

circumstances (see below). 

 

Scheme 5. ECE(C) mechanism with associated constants. 

 

Two main situations are generally observed for the E1C1E2 mechanism, depending on the difference between the 

standard potentials of each microscopic electrode reaction, Δ�� = �(f)� −  �(O)� . For a reduction process, a 

negative value of Δ�� (positive for an oxidation process) implies that the E2 reaction is more difficult than E1. In 

that situation, the overall reaction corresponds to two one-electron processes, the first obeying to an EC 

mechanism. The second case, which is of greater interest, occurs for a positive value of Δ�� (negative for an 

oxidation process) if one considers a reduction process. Thus, the second electrochemical reduction, �(f)� , occurs 

at a higher potential than �(O)� and a pseudo two-electron process is observed. However, the electrochemical 

signature depends on the values of y and Tf compared to the scan rate (timescale) and the kinetics of the electron 

transfer processes. The dimensionless parameter gkin = ��(Tf + Tb) ��⁄  which is identical to that defined for an 

EC mechanism (equation (61)) allows defining the different kinetic zones. High values of gkin (hence Tf) and 

moderate-to-low values of y lead to the situation for which a reversible two-electron process is predominant 

(Ox1 + 2e- = Red2), as shown by CV in Figure 12-A (black curve, y = 10, Tf= 108 s-1). Here, the standard 

potential of the Ox1/Red2 redox couple is given by the equation (46) [24]: 

 

	(Ox1/Red2) =  (_)	 �(b)	  
b − AB

b� ° j   (46)  

 

When gkin decreases and y remains constant, another situation arises for which the forward chemical rate is not 

large enough to fully supply the species Ox2 at the electrode surface. One particular case appears when one 

reaches the “pure kinetic” conditions, which corresponds to an irreversible CV signature on the forward scan 

(see Figure 12-A, red curve, for y = 10, Tf= 10 s-1). The cathodic peak current is twice that obtained for an EC 

process under pure kinetic conditions, and is defined by the equation (47) [26].  

 

®p = 	. ±±b "�l
AB'_ b⁄ �=_ b⁄ ?F_ b⁄      (47) 

 

As for the others above-discussed mechanisms, the decrease of T is expected to impact the electrochemical 

signature in terms of mass transfer, electron transfers and chemical reactions. The Figure 12-B displays the CVs 

resulting from a 102-fold decrease of the forward rate constant Tf, without change of y, still with decrease of T� 
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(from 1 to 10-3 cm s-1) and diffusion coefficients (from 10-5 to 10-7 cm2 s-1). The pseudo two-electron reversible 

process which occurs at 300 K for Tf = 108 s-1 (black curve, Figure 12-A) becomes irreversible at 200 K with Tf 
= 106 s-1 (blue curve, Figure 12-B) as shown by the shift of the forward reduction peak towards more negative 

values. This is a consequence of the diminution of gkin as observed at 300 K in Figure 12-A (red curve). Indeed, 

for a lower value of the forward chemical rate constant Tf (10-1 s-1), the chemical reaction becomes slow, but two 

oxidation peaks for species Red1 and Red 2 are still discernible. Finally, at an even lowest value of Tf (10-3 s-1), 

the oxidation peak for Red 2 vanishes and a single reversible system corresponding to the reaction E1 is observed 

(orange curve, Figure 12-B), thus allowing the determination of �(O)� . 

 

 

Figure 12. Effect of temperature and scan rate on voltammetric signature for an ECE mechanism with Δ�� being 

negative. A) T = 300 K, 6ox =  6red = 10-5 cm2 s-1, T� = 1 cm s-1, y = 10; Tf = 108 s-1 (black curve) and Tf = 10 s-1 

(red curve) ; B) T = 200 K, 6ox =  6red = 10-7 cm2 s-1, T� = 0.001 cm s-1, y = 10; Tf = 106 s-1 (blue curve), Tf = 

10-1 s-1 (green curve) and Tf = 10-3 s-1 (orange curve). Simulations were carried out with the software Kissa-1D 

[40]. 

 

As for the others cases, a further consideration consists in taking into account the variation of the thermodynamic 

constant y with temperature. If y increases when T (and Tf) decreases, the changes on the voltammetric curves 

are only detectable for high values of Tf (for instance Tf = 106 in reference to Figure 12-B, blue curve). A 

diminution of the current intensity for the return peak as well as a slight shift of the anodic peak potential are 

then observed. This effect is due to the irreversible character of the chemical reaction C1 in that situation which 

does not allow the back formation of species Ox1 on the return scan. Inversely, a decrease of y with T modifies 

the CV only for moderate values of Tf (here 10-1 s-1). The ratio of the two anodic peaks on the return scan is 

changed in favor of the Red1-Ox1 reaction at the lowest potential because the concentration in Ox1 vs. Ox2 

increases. A decrease of y has almost no effect when the kinetics are very fast or very slow. 

 

A more complicated case arises when a chemical homogenous electron exchange reaction occurs between Red1 

and Ox2 species near the electrode surface, as shown in Scheme 5 with reaction C2. This reaction is often 

considered as a disproportionation-comproportionation reaction, giving rise to ECE-DISP types of mechanisms 

[24, 26]. The rate constant Tdisp of this irreversible reaction can also impact substantially the electrochemical 

behavior, particularly when the forward rate constant Tf of the reaction C1 is low and Tdisp is large. Hence, a 
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large decrease of Tf due to the lowering of the temperature can be eventually overcompensated by the rate of the 

disproportionation reaction which occurs near the electrode surface.  

Several examples of low-T studies of ECE and more complicated (E(CnEn)) processes can be found in literature 

[55-59]. For example, Van Duyne and Reilley investigated the reduction of p-iodo-nitrobenzene by cyclic 

voltammetry [55]. The organic compound displayed two successive irreversible peaks at 298 K, whereas one 

quasi-reversible system was observed at 212 K. The low-T behavior was ascribed to the reversible formation of 

the p-iodo-nitrobenzyl radical anion. This radical was sufficiently stable within the timescale of the experiment 

to be characterized at low scan rate. At room-temperature, the poor stability of the radical induced C-I bond 

cleavage and hydrogen abstraction of the solvent induced formation of nitrobenzene. The latter was shown to be 

reduced irreversibly at a higher redox potential than p-iodo-nitrobenzene, thus explaining the two irreversible 

peaks at 298 K, as expected for a E1CE2 reduction process for which �(f)�  > �(O)� . 

An interesting example of an electroactive molecule exhibiting an E1CE2 mechanism was reported by Sweigart 

and co-workers [60]. The electrochemical reduction of (Methylcyclopentadienyl)Mn(CO)2NO+ and 

(indenyl)Mn(CO)2NO+ complexes was analyzed by cyclic voltammetry at 296 and 230 K. A comparison of the 

results obtained at the two temperatures showed that reduction of the compounds produced an unstable 19-

electron complex which evolved following a dissociative chemical step in which a CO ligand is released. The 

resulting 17-electron complex could subsequently react with nucleophiles, like PPh3, to form a new species 

which was reduced at a higher standard potential than that of the initial complex (�(f)�  > �(O)� ). Although the 

mechanism should be properly described with an ECCE scheme, the extremely fast coordination of nucleophiles 

to the 17-electron complex (T > 105 M-1 s-l at 230 K) implied that the dissociation of the CO ligand was the 

chemical rate-determining step. Digital simulations of the CV curves for the two complexes at 230 K allowed the 

calculation of the kinetic constants for the irreversible dissociation of CO at that temperature. Despite the 

substantial difference in electronic properties of the methylcyclopentadienyl and indenyl ligands, the kinetic 

constant were pretty similar (TCO, diss. = 7 and 15 s-1, respectively).  

 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, theoretical aspects of low-temperature electrochemistry have been discussed. In particular, we 

showed that Marcus and Marcus-DOS theoretical models of electron-transfer could finely predict the variation of 

heterogeneous ET kinetics with temperature on the basis of experimental data (solvent, electrolyte, electrode and 

redox active species physical properties). Moreover, we demonstrated that electrochemical methods (CV, CA to 

cite few) could provide valuable thermodynamic and kinetic data when applied to low-temperature conditions, 

which cannot be extracted from room temperature experiments. At last, we discussed on the effect of lowering 

temperature on the electrochemical responses in the particular frame of chemically-coupled electron-transfer 

processes (EC, ECE…) which can be found in molecular electrochemistry. For a more general point of view, this 

paper has emphasized that analysis of simple or complicated electron transfer reactions occurring at an electrode 

surface could fully benefit from the decrease of temperature in many ways. As previously stated [20], more 

information can be obviously obtained from measurements combining electrochemical methods to spectroscopy 

(UV-Vis, NIR, IR, Raman, EPR..), for in-situ and real time characterization of transient species, which cannot be 

stabilized at room temperature. Although low-T electrochemistry and spectroelectrochemistry remain 

unfrequently used nowadays, the on-going development of new spectroscopic set-ups displaying enhanced 
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performances in terms of time acquisition, sensitivity and handling, combined with miniaturized electrochemical 

systems will certainly boost low-T approaches in many domains (catalysis, electrochromic sensors, energy 

conversion…)[61].  
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Butler-Volmer model 

Within the popular Butler-Volmer approach, both forward and backward activation free energies for a 

monoelectronic reduction process vary linearly with the driving force −�(� − ���) according to the values of 

−� and (1 − �), respectively, as expressed in equations (A.1) and (A.2):  

 

∆�fP = ∆�	P + ��( − 	�)     (A.1) 

 

∆�bP = ∆��P + (� − 1)�(� − ���)    (A.2) 

 

where � is the transfer coefficient of the redox reaction. 

 

The equations (A.1) and (A.2) indicate that a high driving force (i.e. �(�� − �) > 0 ) merely favors the reduction 

process since ∆�fP decreases proportionally to α, whereas ∆�bP increases proportionally to (� − 1) [26]: 

  

According to the equations (A.1) and (A.2), both forward Tf and backward Tb rate constants can be written in 

Arrhenius form as shown by equation (A.3) and (A.4): 

 

Tf = T�exp r− Ü�
�� (� − ���)s    (A.3) 

 

Tb = T�exp r(ONÜ)�
�� (� − ���)s    (A.4) 

 

Where T� is the standard rate constant. 

 

From equations (A.3) and (A.4), the “current-overpotential equation” based on the Butler-Volmer assumption is 

given by the equation (A.5) : 

 

 = � Ý1O(�,ª)
1O∗ exp rNÜ�

�� `� − �eqas −  1R(�,ª)
1R∗ exp r(ONÜ)�

�� `� − �eqasß  (A.5) 

 

Where � represents the exchange current as written in equation (A.6): 

 

� = �UT�.O∗(ONÜ).R∗Ü       (A.6) 

 

[.O∗ and .R∗ are bulk concentrations in oxidized and reduced active species respectively, and �eq is the 

equilibrium potential.] 
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When assuming no mass transfer effects (well-stirred solution, or surface concentrations which approach bulk 

concentrations), the “current-overpotential equation”  (A.5) simplifies to the well-known “Butler-Volmer 

equation” (A.7): 

 

 = � àexp rNÜ�
�� `� − �eqas −  exp r(ONÜ)�

�� `� − �eqasá  (A.7) 

 

At low overpotential values, the equation (A.7) yields the expression of the charge transfer resistance �ct : 
 

�ct =  ��
�â&     (A.8) 

 

The equation (A.8) is typically used for the determination of the standard rate constant values for sluggish 

systems as found at low temperature by emplying a.c. impedance measurement. This can be carried out by fixing 

the �dc value equal (or close) to �eq and by applying a potential amplitude �acwhich is sufficiently low to remain 

under activation control.   

 

 

Appendix B: Marcus-Hush model 

The classical treatment of electron transfer reactions considers the need for reorganization of the inner 

coordination shells (intramolecular configuration changes) of the reactants and the readjustment of the 

surrounding solvent dipoles prior to the electron transfer. Moreover, the electron transfer occurs at the 

intersection of the reactant and product free energy surfaces in a way that electronic levels are isoenergetic and 

nuclear motion can be neglected according to the Franck-Condon principle. When the donor and acceptor 

interact electronically, a quantum mechanical splitting occurs at the intersection between the reactant and 

product free energy surfaces, giving rise to two separate, upper and lower free energy surfaces (Erreur ! Source 

du renvoi introuvable.). The electron transfer may be adiabatic or non-adiabatic, depending on the degree of 

this splitting, which also affects (lowers) the activation free energy for the reaction.  In the adiabatic case, the 

splitting is large enough that, on passage through the intersection region, the system stays on the lower free 

energy surface and the probability of passage from reactants to products is unity. In the non-adiabatic case, the 

splitting is not large enough to prevent there being some crossing from the lower to the upper free energy surface 

on passage through the intersection region and the probability of passage from reactants to products is thus less 

than unity. The resulting expressions for the Gibbs energies of activation associated with the forward and 

backward reactions for an heterogeneous electron transfer, ∆�fP,  ∆�bP,  are given in equations (12) and (13), 

assuming that (i) the reactant is centered at some fixed position with respect to the electrode, (ii) the standard 

free energies depend quadratically on the reaction coordinate, and (iii) the work terms that involve the energy 

changes produced in bringing charge reactants and products close to a charged electrode can be neglected in the 

presence of large excess of supporting salt. 
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Figure B.13.  Energy curves for the reduction reaction (Ox +e- = Red); (A) without the splitting of the 

intersection caused by the electronic interaction between acceptor and donor, and (B) with the interaction. If the 

splitting is large enough, the system will stay on the lower surface and the reaction will be adiabatic. Insufficient 

splitting will allow the system to remain, on occasion, on the reactant surface after crossing of the intersection 

region, in which case the reaction will be non-adiabatic. 

 

The reorganization energy is the sum of an inner component gi (intramolecular) being largely determined by the 

composition of the redox center, and an outer-sphere term go  which is function of the solvent dielectric. 

Assuming that the normal modes of the reactant remain harmonic over the range of distortion needed, the inner-

sphere reorganization energy gi can be determined by summing over the normal vibrational modes of the 

reactant as shown in equation (B.1): 

]i = ∑ 	. ä�9`∆å9ab9      (B.1) 

 

Where �4 is the force constant of the jth bond in the reactant, and ∆æ4  is the change in bond length in going from 

the reduced to the oxidized form. 

 

The outer-sphere reorganization energy, go   is calculated by considering the solvent as a dielectric continuum, 

and the reactant as a sphere of radius zr, leading to equation (B.2) for an electrode reaction: 

 

]o = uAw	b
nJo	 " _

mr − _
A' + _

oop − _
os-    (B.2) 

 

Where ~A is the Avogadro constant, �0 is the fundamental electronic charge, |op  and |s are the optical and static 

(zero frequency) dielectric constants, respectively, |0 is the permittivity of free space, and � is taken as the 

distance from the center of the molecule to the electrode. The value of �NO is often neglected in the calculations 

in respect to zrNO considering the small size of the electroactive molecules.   
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A more sophisticated expression of go  has been proposed, namely the Mean Spherical Approximation (MSA) 

[62-64], which essentially accounts for polarizability, softness and non-sphericity of solvent molecules of radius 

zsolv, by inclusion of optical and static MSA polarization parameters (èop and ès) in the classical expression, 

hence leading to the equation (B.3): 

  

]o = uAw	b
nJo	 �+_ − _

oop- _
`mr�msolv éop⁄ a − "_ − _

os' _
(mr�msolv és⁄ )� (B.3) 

 

Values of èop and ès can be evaluated from the dielectric constants |op and |s according to equations (B.4) and 

(B.5): 

 

_Ioop = éopb`_ + éopa^
     (B.4) 

 

_Ios = ésb(_ + és)^     (B.5) 

 

For polar solvents, the static polarization parameter ès is in the range 2.0 to 2.9, whereas èop is close to unity. 

Nevertheless, the validity of the equation (B.3) was questioned [65]. The optical MSA polarization parameter èop 

was proposed to be neglected in the equation (B.3) and ès to be evaluated from the Gibbs solvation energies of 

simple monoatomic, monovalent ions. According to this approximation, calculations yield a reorganization 

energy value which is significantly lower than the experimental results.  

Within the Marcus theory, the pre-exponential term U′ of the Arrhenius-like equation has been considered for 

adiabatic and non-adiabatic cases [24]: 

�� = jPênhel = Áelhel     (B.6) 

Hence leading to the general equation (B.7) for the standard rate constant: 

G	 = jPênhelexp +N��	‡AB -     (B.7) 

 

where yP is a precursor equilibrium constant, representing the ratio of the reactant concentration in the reactive 

position at the electrode (the precursor state) to the concentration in bulk solution; ën is the nuclear frequency 

factor (s-1), which represents the frequency of attempts on the energy barrier (generally associated with bond 

vibrations and solvent motion), xel is the electronic transmission coefficient (related to the probability of electron 

tunneling) and Âel the gas-phase collision number.  

 

For an adiabatic reaction, xel = 1, then U� simplifies to Âel = yPën. This situation occurs when the reactant is 

considered to be close to the electrode, such that there is strong coupling between the reactant and the electrode. 

Âel can be estimated by assuming solvent and electroactive species as hard spheres of molecular mass ì (see 

equation (B.8)): 
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 Áel = " GBB
bJí'_ bî

      (B.8) 

 

For a non-adiabatic electron transfer, the electronic transmission coefficient xel is below unity. Treatment by a 

quantum mechanical approach gives an approximated value for xel that is a function of the reorganization energy 

and temperature (equation (B.9)), assuming a small value for the electronic coupling energy � [66]: 

 

hel = bJl b⁄ ïb
]_ b⁄ " �

AB'l b⁄
     (B.9) 

 

Alternatively, the pre-exponential factor U′ can be determined from yP and ën. The nuclear frequency factor ën is 

given by equation (B.10) by considering solvent dynamics in the vicinity of the barrier top, through the 

contributions from bond vibrations (inner-shell) and solvent reorientation (outer-shell): 

 

ên = +êob]o�êib]i
]o�]i -_ b⁄

     (B.10) 

 

where ëo and ëi  are the characteristic frequencies associated, respectively, with the inner-shell and outer-shell 

components.  

 

The value of the inner-shell component ëi  can be estimated from Raman spectroscopic data (for example, ëi = 6 

ps-1 for decamethylferrocene in polar solvents) [67]. The outer shell component ëo can be evaluated by using the 

solvent dynamics approach which considers that the outer-shell nuclear frequency term is principally dependent 

on solvent repolarization during the electron transfer. The outer-shell frequency is generally expressed as in 

equation (29), where ¹L is the longitudinal solvent relaxation time for the solvent: 

 

êo = " _
^»L

' " ]o

JAB'_ b⁄
     (B.11) 

 

¹L is an indicator of the friction between solvent molecules. Hence, it increases when concerted motions of the 

surrounding solvent are impeded, causing unfruitful crossings of the transition barrier. In a general manner, this 

situation occurs when ¹L > 1 ps, such as when the viscosity of the medium is raised by working at low 

temperatures. For solvents with a Debye dynamical behavior (i.e. their dielectric loss spectra can be described in 

terms of a single relaxation time ¹D), the expression for ¹L is: 

 

»L = (o} os⁄ )»D      (B.12) 

 

With 

 

»D = bKl
l=m      (B.13) 
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where |} is the high-frequency dielectric constant determined in the far infrared, |s is the static (zero frequency) 

dielectric constant, ¹D is the Debye relaxation time, 6 and z are, respectively, the diffusion coefficient and 

hydrodynamic radius of the electroactive species and { the radius of the solvent molecule.  

 

By combining equations (B.11-B.13), ëo can be expressed as following: 

 

êo = "l=m
nKl ' " os

o∞' " ]o

JAB'_ b⁄
     (B.14) 

 

 

Appendix C: Marcus-Density of States (DOS) model 

 

In the frame of the Marcus-DOS model, the activation energies, Δ�fP(|) and Δ�bP(|), for the transfer to states of 

energy ε  are given by the equation (C.1) and (C.2) derived from equations (12) and (13): 

 

��f
P(o) = �]No��(N	)�b

^]     (C.1) 

 

��b
P(o) = �]�oN�(N	)�b

^]     (C.2) 

 




